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Meeting Notes  
 
Subject: 2012 Associations Meeting 
  17 April 2012, 14.00-16.00 
  Messe Frankfurt, Room Conclusio 2 
  Frankfurt am Main, Germany 
 
Attendees: Herbert Cybulska*, PLDA President 

Francesco Iannone, Past PLDA President 
Heinrich Kramer, PLDA Director for Standards of Professional Practice 
Christian Breil, PLDA Treasurer 
James Wallace*, PLDA Director of International Development 
Thomas Braedikow*, PLDA Managing Director 
Glenn Shrum, PLDA Credentialing Workgroup Head 
Kevin Theobald, IALD President  
Marsha Turner, IALD Executive Vice President 
Barbara Horton, IALD Director 
David Ghatan, IALD Director 
Jennifer Jones, IALD Director, Integrated Communications + Technology 
Peter Thorns, Chairman CELMA-ELC Lighting Systems Legislation Task Force 
Stéphanie Mittelham, CELMA Managing Director 
Cinzia Ferrara, APIL 
Massimo Iarussi, APIL 
Filippo Cannata, APIL 
Rafael Gallego Varga*, APDI 
Lear Hsie, CLDA 
Anna Shakhparunyants (VNISI) 
Peter Hunt (LIA) 
Bryan Douglas (IESANZ; LCA) 
Dirk Seifert (LiTG) 
Stephen Lees, (guest of IALD) 
Niall Campbell (guest of PLDA) 
Sarena Tellini (guest of PLDA) 
Vasilev Ivan (guest of PLDA) 
Henrik Clausen (guest of PLDA) 
 *(part time) 
 

Copies to: Additional distribution to all associations on attached lighting associations list. 
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The following is a summary of key points of discussion and action items that took place during this 
meeting.  For clarity, the meeting discussion has been summarized by topic and not necessarily in the 
order it was discussed. Action items are shown in italics. 
  
1.  Introduction 

‐ Herbert Cybulska welcomed attendees and introduced Francesco Iannone as the organizer of 
this meeting.  Iannone outlined the meeting objectives: 

o To advance the recognition of the lighting design profession by sharing declarations and 
other initiatives to define an architectural lighting designer  

o Identify commonalities and overlaps that exist in these initiatives and discuss strategies 
for coordinating efforts where appropriate 

‐ Thomas Braedikow circulated a list of lighting related associations, requesting attendees 
forward updated /additional association information to PLDA Head Office.  Updated list is 
attached 

‐ Niall Campbell was introduced as discussion moderator of Presentations of current initiatives to 
define an architectural lighting designer.  The scope of this meeting allowed for limited 
discussion of specific elements of initiatives.  Projected presentation and supplemental 
information on presented programs is attached 

 
2.  Presentation - PLDA Declaration of the Official Establishment of the Lighting Design 

Profession 
‐ Presented by Francesco Iannone. 
‐ Steps to establish the profession developed by PLDA at 2007 including, development of 

continued professional development scheme, defining lighting education syllabus and formalise 
definition of lighting designer. 

‐ Background on PLDA declaration including acceptance of previous draft in 2007, discussion of 
revisions at Associations Meeting in Madrid, Spain in 2011, and current version (attached). 

‐ A summary of declaration contents including preamble and articles was presented.  Comments 
from lighting associations on this proposal were requested. 

 
3.  Presentation – CELMA Lighting System Design Energy Label 

‐ Presented by Stéphanie Mittelham and Peter Thorns 
‐ European Lighting Industry efforts to develop EU wide legislation to help the European Union 

achieving its 20-20-20 Energy Efficiency targets as well as to improve the quality of light.  A 
primary goal of this effort has been to provide an alternative to proposed regulations that 
address only light source efficiency. 

‐ Key points in Lighting System Performance Legislation proposals include 
o Addressing luminaires & lighting controls as a system at time of planning 
o Assessment of electricity use of the entire lighting system over time – consumed energy 
o Scope: non-residential buildings & street lighting 

‐ A draft Lighting System Design Energy Label was presented   Comments from lighting 
associations on this proposal were requested 

‐ A key point in the LSDEL is to define the lighting designer.  Since no accepted definition of the 
lighting designer exists CELMA / ELC has included the following definition  in the current 
proposed structure of the LSDEL.  

o ‘Competent Person’ – is the designer of the lighting system having suitable knowledge, 
qualification and experience to undertake lighting design  

o CELMA and PLDA have been working together on this issue with the intent that the 
PLDA declaration expands upon the brief definition provided above. 
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4.  Presentation - Southern California Edison controls certificate update 
‐ Presented by Glenn Shrum 
‐ This initiative is being developed on behalf of SCE (energy provider) to educate individuals who: 

o design / plan lighting systems  
o commission / document / verify lighting systems  

‐ Program development is lead by Chip Israel (Current IESNA President, IALD Fellow) and Jim 
Benya (IESNA Fellow, IALD Fellow).  Although comments from lighting associations have been 
sought and provided, this is not an initiative of a lighting association. 

‐ Program development is still in early phases.  Anticipated program scope includes: 
o Current concept is course / test resulting in certificate of completion. 
o Target audience is as wide as possible including, electrical engineers, lighting designers, 

electrical distributors, architects, lighting sales representatives, etc. 
o Recognition / acceptance throughout USA.  Non US applicability has not yet been 

determined. 
 
5.  Presentation – IALD Global Architectural Lighting Designer Certification 

‐ Presented by Kevin Theobald and Marsha Turner 
‐ Benefits of a lighting design certification in recognising the high level of competency of those 

who self-describe as architectural lighting designers and building trust with clients and public 
were presented. 

‐ The limitations of membership in any voluntary professional association in standing up to 
outside challenges was discussed. 

‐ Key features of IALD Credentialing task force proposal include: 
o Evidence-based  –  not a multiple choice test 
o Open to all – who meet eligibility requirements 
o Certification -- not a license or completion certificate 
o Global in scope 
o Establish  the  unique  professional  identity  of architectural lighting design 

‐ The proposed domains of practice (What architectural lighting designers do) was presented.  
Comments from individuals and lighting associations on this proposal were requested, see 
attached document for additional information and link to IALD online survey.  

‐ The following items were identified as ‘under development’ and will require feedback from 
stakeholder associations when proposal is better defined. 

o Eligibility  requirements 
o Qualification / review  process 
o Recertification  - certifications  must  be  renewed  in  order  to  maintain  validity 

 
6.  Other initiatives shared by attendees 

‐ Cinzia Ferrara shared efforts on the part of APIL (Italy) to attempt to require a lighting designer 
to authorize lighting design installations and establish a legal requirement that their designs 
have been delivered by the to their specification 

‐ Rafael Gallego Varga shared that a small committee of APDI (Spain) is working on defining 4 
key issues related to the lighting designer.  

o Who – Definition of lighting designer 
o What are unique responsibilities of lighting designer – as opposed to architect / engineer 
o Documentation – What is required, what is optional 
o Fees – standard fee structure / range 

‐ Mervin van der Linde shared that the IESANZ is involved in beginning developments that a 
lighting designer may be authorized to ‘sign off’ on lighting drawings as an alternative to 
electrical engineers doing this. 
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‐ Peter Hunt shared that the UK has an emergency lighting certification scheme that allows 
lighting designers to ‘sign off’ on this scope. 

‐ Lear Hsieh shared that China currently has a lighting design certification but it is held primarily 
by electrical engineers and does not adequately address the lighting designers expertise. 

‐ Glenn Shrum shared the existing Lighting Certification (LC) in the US.  Administered by the 
National Council on Qualifications for the Lighting Professionals, the LC represents a base of 
level recognition of lighting knowledge and requires successful completion of a forced answer 
test.  Stephen Lees elaborated that the original intent for this program included advanced levels 
of certification that have not been implemented in part because of the high costs associated with 
implementation. 

 
5.  Open Discussion  

‐ Rafael Gallego Vargas stated “We don’t need to start from the beginning.  I am proud to share 
(this) work and receive input from other associations because we are in a global world.” 

‐ Marsha Turner stated “PLDA declaration and IALD credential proposal are complimentary.” 
‐ Is the goal of these initiatives to improve the quality of service?  Initial intent is to properly define 

what lighting designers already do.  
‐ The significance and importance of CELMA’s support of lighting designer role was widely 

recognised. 
‐ Recognition of lighting education programmes was discussed as future step. 
‐ Lear Hsieh stated “(It is) the PLDA/IALD responsibility to lead this effort together” and “it is 

important that this group is independent and does not belong to any one association.”  This 
topic was discussed as a separate discussion / future step. 

‐ Importance of identifying deadlines and prompt input for follow up items was discussed. 
‐ Understanding that these initiatives will be continue to evolve over time and that most urgently 

lighting associations need to work together to deliver these programmes. 
‐ Francesco Iannone stated “Time is our enemy.  We need to define next steps and a timeline.”  

 
5.  Next steps 

‐ Identify point of contact for communication with lighting associations group.  To include one staff 
contact (as applicable) and one member contact.  Associations to forward this information to 
PLDA Head Office in due course. 

‐ Establish informal network of lighting associations for sharing information and input at the 
association level.  Format to include: 

o To be broadest network of lighting related associations possible – more narrow list of 
groups will be identified on a case by case basis.  IALD to share associations list content 
for this purpose 

o Closed group on www.LinkedIn.com 
o Only contacts identified above to have access.  These contacts to communicate and 

coordinate within association as required. 
o Glenn Shrum and Jennifer Jones to coordinate. 

‐ The following approach to PLDA declaration was identified.   
o Open commenting 
o PLDA prepares revised declaration 
o Declaration forwarded to CELMA / ELC for use in LSDEL 
o Request for association support of declaration 

PLDA to identify target timeline for the process 
IALD to present PLDA declaration at upcoming board of directors meeting 

‐ PLDA to forward expanded information on CELMA and IALD proposals in PDF form to all 
meeting attendees 
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‐ Relevant lighting design associations to prepare consolidated feedback on CELMA LDSEL 
program  PLDA / IALD to coordinate 

‐ IALD will request association feedback on developing credential initiative over the next 4 
months  IALD will share information and deadlines as they become available 

‐ It was agreed that this group should meet at least once a year, including on the occasion of 
Light + Building 2014.  Euroluce 2013 was discussed as potential next meeting location.  
Additional communication to occur via internet.  2013 meeting date / location to be finalised 

 
These meeting notes have been prepared by Glenn Shrum and represent his interpretation of the 
discussions that took place. If the reader’s interpretation differs, please contact PLDA Head Office in 
writing within seven days of receipt of these notes.  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 

 
Glenn Shrum, IALD, IESNA, PLDA 
PLDA Representative, Lighting Associations Network  
 


